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Warning Report 
Actor Type: IV 

Serial: WR-18-018-001 

Report Date: 20180119 

 

Recent Chinese Exfiltration Method Observed 
 
Chinese nation state attackers (high confidence) recently used a Java web shell 

(Chropper.java) against a corporate network’s external web server to download an 
unidentified malware payload. The initial breach against the server occurred on 15 

December likely leveraging a Cold Fusion exploit.1 On 18 December attackers placed 
a modified version of the web shell from a large collection of popular Chinese web 
shells uploaded to GitHub by the user name tennc who follows well-known Chinese 

security researchers such as the Keen Team.2 On 19 to 21 December the attack 
sequence took place and was detected on the 21st.  

 
Once connected, the attackers executed a PowerShell script to execute a payload was 
never written to disk, established persistence, and injected into legitimate Windows 

processes to enumerate all drive letters from C to Z to identify all the mapped drives 
on the server.3 For example: 

 

C:\Windows\system32\cmd.exe /c dir C: 

 

This command ran in clear text and was observed due to monitoring of all directory 
and drive look ups on the webserver. The results were then written to a text file. RDP 

was the method of lateral movement to connect to the target machines of interest in 
the network. The attacker also used the well-known credential stealer mimikatz to 
harvest credentials of interest.4 After the files of interest were identified the attacker 

then imported a RAR compression program on the target machine (it does not need 
to be installed) and changes the file size to export the data, which ranged from 10 to 

100 megs at a time. The files were then exfiltrated directly to several command and 
control (C2) IPv4 addresses over TCP/IP port 443.5 No DNS lookups were observed 
either. They are contained in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. C2 IPv4 Addresses 

Location Provider C2 IPv4 Address NetRange 

Los Angeles Crowncloud Us Llc 192.169.6.101 192.169.6.0 - 192.169.7.255 

Austin 
Microelectronics And Computer 

Technology Corporation 
192.5.167.130 192.5.167.0 - 192.5.167.255 

                                                      
1 The type of Cold Fusion exploit is unknown. 
2 https://github.com/tennc/webshell/blob/master/jsp/Chropper%20for%20jsp/Chropper.java 
3 In this case the malware injected into five unique Window’s processes that were only present in 
memory and terminated upon a reboot.  Defenders were un able to recover a payload as it only 
existed in memory and appears to not have survived the reboot. 
4 Mimikatz was detected by host based anti-virus protection. 
5 No DNS command and control domains were observed.  It is unknown what certificate was used to 
establish an SSL connection. 
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Austria 

Austria Vienna M247 At 

172.111.253.37 

172.111.128.0 - 172.111.255.255 
172.111.216.6 

172.111.216.23 

172.111.216.28 

172.94.101.226 
172.94.101.0 - 172.94.101.255 

172.94.101.245 

Austria Vienna Gz Systems 
Limited 

46.243.221.11 46.243.221.0 - 46.243.221.255 

 

Network controls could observe the compressed files, but not the data itself. These 
tools and controls include: 

• Wireshark 

• Network Miner 

• Network Witness 

 

The attackers have likely developed a way to reconstruct the data once transmitted 
(medium confidence) and the C2 IPv4 addresses were likely hard coded in the 
payload for the specific target. The IPv4 address 192.169.6.101 has only hosted two 

domains (ellyum.com and centerdeals.net) in 2015 and 2016. Neither domain has 
been reported as malicious. 

 
Conclusion 
 

The methods and malware are subject to continuing analysis. Wapack Labs 
recommends monitoring for all directory look ups on external webservers.  
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